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* To pass the test, your score must be greater than or equal to 80%.* If your score is below 80%, take the test again.* If you pass the test, a message pops up, click ok, type your name and print the certificate! “Saved our business.”"Easy to use!""Accountable is a no brainer."Start Free TrialJoin over 17,000 companies who trust Accountable. The
healthcare sector is among the largest and most complicated American industries, comprising nearly one-fifth of the US economy.It is also among the most legally (and ethically) volatile environments and, comes under strict government regulation and oversight. Not only must healthcare professionals safeguard their patients' heath, but they must
also implement strict privacy practices -- so that the patients are not harmed by having their medical records and other sensitive information about their health exposed to other parties without their consent.This is where HIPAA compliance comes in. This article will walk you through what HIPAA is, why it requires employee training, and let you test
your HIPAA knowledge a bit with a brief HIPAA quiz.Try our best-in-class, interactive, and engaging courses for free!What Is Health Insurance Portability And Accountability Act (HIPAA)?The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) was originally passed in 1996. At the time, it was primarily intended to assist more Americans with
obtaining health insurance coverage and to ensure that employees would not lose this coverage while they were changing jobs.Soon, however, it became obvious that, with the advent of the internet and digital record-keeping, HIPAA would have to be amended multiple times to account for increasing privacy threats to patients' private medical
records.HIPAA regulation today is a series of national standards concerning the security and privacy and confidentiality of protected health information. Try our free HIPAA compliance checklist for employers to make sure you don't miss anything and risk fines.As of 2022, HIPAA rules to comply with are as follows:HIPAA Privacy RuleHIPAA Privacy
Rule (finalized in 2003) sets standards for patient use and access to "protected health information" (PHI), demographic info used to identify the patient:NameAddressAny personal dates related to the individual (birth, death, admission, discharge, etc.)Telephone numberFax numberEmail addressSocial Security numberMedical record numberHealth
plan beneficiary numberAccount numberCertificate/license numberVehicle identifiers/serial numbers/license plateDevice identifiers/serial numbersWeb URLsIP addressBiometric identifiers (e.g. fingerprints, voiceprints, retinal scans, etc.)Full-face photosAny other unique identifying numbers/codes/characteristicsHIPAA Security RuleThe HIPAA
Security Rule provides a set of safeguards to be instituted by all HIPAA-beholden entities, which involves administrative, technical and physical standards for maintaining the security of PHI.HIPAA Breach Notification RuleThe HIPAA Breach Notification Rule sets standards for how data breaches are to be investigated, reported to the proper
authorities, and communicated to affected patients.A later piece of HITECH Act (2009), created a system of fines for violating HIPAA, elevating the potential costs for noncompliance with HIPAA to unprecedented heights.HIPAA Omnibus RuleEffective in 2013, the HIPAA Omnibus Rule states that all business associates of involved healthcare entities
must be HIPAA-compliant.Considering all the adjustments made to HIPAA regulations so far, one can expect more HIPAA updates added in the future.Who Is Subject To HIPAA Law?Legally, HIPAA law identifies two HIPAA-beholden categories: "covered entities" and "business associates".Covered Entities include:Health Plans, e.g.: HMOs, health
insurance companies, company health plans, and certain government programs like Medicare and MedicaidThe Majority of Health Care Providers: the healthcare providers that conduct business/store private information electronically (e.g. electronically billing health insurance)Healthcare Clearinghouses: services that process nonstandard health
information received from another entity into a standard (and vice versa)Business Associates is a term that refers to any business associate of the above-specified covered entities in the form of a contractor, a subcontractor, or another person or company that is not an employee of the covered entity, such as:Companies that help doctors get paid,
billing companies, businesses that process healthcare claimsCompanies that help administer health plansExternal/independent professionals serving healthcare organizations, such as accountants, IT experts, attorneys, etc.Is HIPAA Compliance Training Mandatory?Yes, HIPAA training is a federal requirement for all of the above entities and
associates. Employees entering positions that involve handling PHI must be trained soon after getting hired, and can then be retrained on a periodic or as-needed basis.Who Enforces HIPAA Compliance?Enforcing HIPAA compliance is primarily the jurisdiction of the Department of Health and Human Services' (HHR) Office for Civil Rights (OCR). The
Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has certain limited powers of HIPAA enforcement; the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) had been involved in past legal HIPAA interventions.Test Your HIPAA Compliance Knowledge With Our HIPAA QuizHere are just a few HIPAA questions
from across the spectrum of education.Updated HIPAA law must be complied with by:Every American business regardless of industryCovered entities and business associates in healthcareAll physicians but not registered nurses in hospitals and clinicsAll US citizens and residents above the age of 18(Correct answer: 2)Which of the following is NOT a
patient right under HIPAA's "Privacy Rule"?Patient right to ask to see/get a copy of their health recordsPatient right to have corrections added to their health informationPatient right to request that the healthcare entity issue them an in-depth technical report of the breach, if there is a breachPatient right to be notified of how their health information
is used/shared(Correct answer: 3)The Notice of Privacy Practices must be:Given to the patient to review on their first visitGiven to the patent to review on every visitProvided to every individual entering the hospital/clinic waiting room, regardless of whether they are a patient or notPosted online: no need to provide a physical copy in-person(Correct
answer: 1)The "minimum necessary" rule refers to:A minimal quota of patients to serve by a clinic within a calendar monthThe understanding that healthcare employees must only look at patient's PHI on as-needed basisThe minimum amount of days that must pass between changing company computer passwordsNone of the above(Correct answer:
2)If an employee perceives a PHI "privacy incident" that could result in a data breach, they are required to notify the Privacy Officer(Correct answer: 1)Once digital PHI record-keeping devices get old, they must be:Thrown in the garbageTaken to a proper state recycling center for computer hardwareMailed to the patient (or their next of
kin)Accounted for and kept secure until they can be safely wiped/physically destroyed(Correct answer: 4)What kind of protected health information is covered by HIPAA?ElectronicSpokenPaperAll of the above(Correct answer: 4)Under HIPAA, it is permitted to access patient health files out of curiosity:If you keep it to yourselfUnder no circumstances - it is a HIPAA breach that could get you firedIf you know the patient very wellIf the patient's family was asking about it(Correct answer: 2)Computer security is:A purely technical functionExclusively the responsibility of the userA combination of technical and user security measures and vigilanceIs not covered by HIPAA regulations(Correct answer:
3)If a patient is being transferred to a different medical facility for specialized treatment, is it permissible to provide this facility with the patient's PHI for the purposes of ensuring apt medical care to that patient?(Correct answer: 1)This quiz is just a tiny sampler of potential questions every PHI-handling healthcare employee should be able to answer
on the spot. Now, what are the chances of that without prior training?Get The Best HIPAA Training For Your Employees And Avert Serious ProblemsIt is reported that 29 million health records had experienced breaches in the year 2020 alone. One of the key HIPAA violations responsible is failure to provide proper training to employees handling
PHI.Since protected data breaches carry a sizeable potential for disaster for multiple parties, it is in everyone's best interests (and certainly less costly) to prevent them, rather than clean up the mess they leave behind.Training is essential -- and, for something as important as HIPAA compliance, training has to be top-notch.EasyLlama Makes HIPAA
Compliance Training Easy (It's In Our Name!)Designed for a mobile workforce with a 21st-century attention span, EasyLlama's interactive HIPAA compliance training will keep your employees engaged with interesting, bite-sized modules that will:educate them about HIPAA and its rulesdefine HIPAA breaches and provide a variety of real-life
examples to illustrate how they can happen in practicego over the HIPAA penalties, as they apply to different tiers of violationsteach them to value and protect patient privacy, and to navigate HIPAA rules in everyday work life without even coming close to violating themChoose EasyLlama's fully-compliant HIPAA training program for your employees
and have one less (major) thing to worry about with your business!Written by: Maria Malyk The health insurance portability and accountability act is a federal law that inhibits access to private medical information. For this quiz, you need to be conscious of who must abide by HIPPA rules and regulations, the best... Questions: 10 | Attempts: 619
| Last updated: Mar 22, 2022 Who must abide by HIPAA rules and regulations? Both business associates and covered entities Either business associates or covered entities Questions: 10 | Attempts: 193 | Last updated: Mar 21, 2022 Who must abide by HIPAA rules and regulations? A. Both business associates and covered entities C. Business
Associates only D. Either business associates or covered entities Test Your Basics Of HIPAA : Trivia Questions Quiz Test your Basics of HIPAA : Trivia Questions Quiz All HIPAA-covered entities and business associates of covered entities must comply with the Security Rule requirements. Organizations that do not have to follow the government's
privacy rule, known as the Health Insurance... Questions: 20 | Attempts: 224 | Last updated: Mar 22, 2022 The definition of HIPAA is: Health Information Policy Article Amendment Health Internet Public Authority Act Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act Nurse Next Door-HIPAA Quiz Nurse Next Door-HIPAA quiz Quiz Directions:
The HIPAA quiz consists of 11 multiple choice questions. The arrow above the question will allow you to go back or forward between questions. If you need to end the test early, please click save... Questions: 11 | Attempts: 404 | Last updated: Mar 21, 2022 What does the acronym HIPAA stand for? Human Inclusion Practically Action Health
Information Peace and Plan Health Insurance Portability Accountability Act Healthful Inquiry Portability Action HIPAA Competency Test 2020 Trivia Quiz HIPAA Competency Test 2020 Trivia Quiz There are special laws in the medical sector that are designed to protect not only patient information but also intended to ensure that insurance companies
do not close out people. The HIPAA competency test 2020 trivia quiz below... Questions: 10 | Attempts: 670 | Last updated: Mar 22, 2022 Forms of Sensitive Information exist in forms of: HIPAA Compliance Assessment: Quiz! HIPAA Compliance Assessment: Quiz! HIPPA stands for Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Concerning
this quiz, you should know whether PHI only includes verbal or paper information and whether patient data needs to be protected if it contains... Questions: 10 | Attempts: 272 | Last updated: Mar 22, 2022 The Privacy Rule and the HITECH Act gives patients more control over who, how, and when PHI is used. Designed to test your knowledge
about HIPAA and Release of Information! Questions: 50 | Attempts: 1248 | Last updated: Mar 22, 2022 What does the HIPAA acronym stand for? Health Identification Privacy and Affordability Act Health Information Portability and Affordability Act Health Information Privacy and Accountability Act Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act HIPAA Privacy & Security Quiz HIPAA Privacy & Security Quiz This quiz is based off of the HIPAA Training & Awareness Powerpoint. Please print your results for your records. Questions: 20 | Attempts: 602 | Last updated: Mar 21, 2022 PART 1 – HIPAA PRIVACY TRAINING1. What does “HIPAA” stand for? A. Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act B. Health Industry Privacy and Accountability Act C. Health Insurance Privacy and Administration Act HIPAA/Phi Banditz Compliance Quiz HIPAA/PHI Banditz Compliance Quiz Annual HIPAA compliance validation Questions: 20 | Attempts: 205 | Last updated: Mar 21, 2022 HIPAA security and privacy regulations apply to:
Attending physicians, nurses, and other healthcare professionals. Health information managers, information systems staff, and other ancillary personnel only. Anyone working in the facility. Only staff that have direct patient contact. A Short Trivia Questions Quiz On HIPAA! A Short Trivia Questions Quiz on HIPAA! Below is a Short Trivia Questions
Quiz on HIPAA! The act was put in place to safeguard the information of patients from third parties and without authorization. How well do you understand the act, and is it enough to teach others... Questions: 5 | Attempts: 119 | Last updated: Mar 21, 2022 What does HIPAA stand for? Health Information Protection and Awesome Act Human
Interactive Portal for Accountability Awareness Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act Helping Individuals Protect Against Awkwardness HIPAA Orientation For Members Test HIPAA Orientation for Members Test This is the post presentation test for the HIPAA Orientations for Members class. Questions: 10 | Attempts: 56 | Last
updated: Mar 21, 2022 What does HIPAA stand for? Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act Healthcare Information Protection and Portability Act Healthcare Insurance Protection and Access Act Health Information Provider and Accountants Act Basic HIPAA Compliance Quiz Basic HIPAA Compliance Quiz Hinduism is a religion widely
practiced in India and Southeast Asia thus making it the third largest religion in the world and one of the oldest. The Hindu God Brahma is known to take different forms. Take up the test below... Questions: 5 | Attempts: 380 | Last updated: Mar 22, 2022 All healthcare providers are required to to comply with HIPAA regulations. Care
Communications HIPAA Privacy And Security Quiz Care Communications HIPAA Privacy and Security Quiz Questions: 8 | Attempts: 417 | Last updated: Mar 21, 2022 If you send an email containing PHI from your CARE account to a non-CARE account, and immediately after you hit “Send” you realize you forgot to encrypt the email, what should
your first step be? Contact the recipient and ask them to delete the email from their Inbox. Notify Barbara Black, CARE's Privacy Officer, that there has been a potential breach of PHI. Use the “Recall Message” function in Outlook to recall the message and then re-send it with proper encryption procedures. Do nothing this time, but put up a post-it or
other note to yourself as a reminder for next time.
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